
A guide to caring for your Ben & Jerry's Upright Vista 360       

Siting a freezer
Never site a freezer where it is in direct sunlight, near another heat source or against a wall where any
sides have no air space. Ensure that no grilles are blocked and that there is always at least 50mm space
all around. 

Why? All freezers need external air to remove any heat created by the freezer. If this is restricted
the freezer first runs inefficiently and eventually could fail resulting in avoidable service costs.

Adjusting temperatures   
Ice cream should be kept ideally at -18oC and new freezers are set to reflect this. If the freezer temperature

needs adjusting to achieve the correct temperature turn the dial 1 increment clockwise for colder or 

anti-clockwise for less cold. Check the freezer after 2 hours and if needed adjust again.

Why? During periods of excess heat the temperature of the freezer may need to be adjusted. 

Switching on 
When the freezer is first delivered or it has been moved it should be left for 4 hours before beingswitching on and then left for 24 hours before stocking it.

Why? This is to allow refrigerant inside it to settle.

Warranty
12 months full parts and labour warranty 

is included in the cost of the freezer. 

A further 2 years extended warranty, at an

additional cost, is available at the time of

freezer purchase.

Service calls 
There is a 24 hour call line (0845 127 2527) in the
unlikely event of any issues. If an engineer is
needed we aim to attend on a next day basis 
(Mon – Fri) wherever possible. Engineer visits that
are not covered by the warranty will be charged for.                                                                           

Cleaning low maintenance condenser
Check it monthly by viewing it through the grille and clean when dust is visible as detailed in the Quick Start
Guide found on the back of the freezer.

Why? Improves energy efficiency, saves money, increases the life of the freezer and reduces servicing costs.

Manual defrost 
When ice / frost is a maximum of 1cm thick this should be done and at least every 6 months even if there is

no visible frost. To extend the time period between defrosts the frost on each shelf can be brushed off with 

a bristle brush regularly. Never use any metal or other sharp objects to remove frost.

Why? Frost acts like a barrier; it stops the coldness generated by the refrigerant reaching the product.

This makes the freezer work harder and reduces its efficiency meaning it is costing more to run. Stock could

suffer softness or melt.

Cleaning
Impulse freezers should be cleaned & sanitised when defrosted at least every 6 months. 

Why? For health & safety reasons all freezers should be cleaned & sanitised at appropriate intervals; 

if you defrost a freezer this is the correct time to clean it.
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A Quick Start Guide is attached to the back of

every freezer. This contains information on the

care of the freezer and what to do/who to

contact if there is a problem.

Green Benefits:

Cleaning the condenser:

The condenser is located behind the grille at

the bottom of the front of the unit. It needs

to be checked regularly and dust cleaned off

it when there is a build up.

Hand brushing frost:

When there is a build up of frost it can be

removed by brushing it off.

This Ben & Jerry’s freezer is included in

Wall’s Refrigeration Solutions  Green

Benefits programme. It has enhanced

features including savings on running 

costs over the industry standard model.


